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INT - SURFBOARD SHAPING BAY - NIGHT

RIP SHREDDINGSWORTH is working on a roughly shaped white

foam surfboard blank, using various saws, planing tools,

files, and sanding blocks.

Rip is tall & athletic, with blond bushy hair, tan skin and

chiseled looks.

Standing across the rooms, watching Rip work is RAT

SQUIDDLY, a small, skinny, awkward lad of about 18.

RAT

Dang, Rip! How do you get so much

power when you hit the lip? Dude,

you’re throwing buckets out

there! I try to hit it like that

and I either fall or just barely

get a little wimpy spray.

RIP

(pulls down protective mask)

That’s cause you’re still trying to

turn with your knees. It’s all in

the hips, bro-bro! You gotta slam

that shit with your hips, you know

what I’m sayin’, Ratty-boy?

RAT

Kind of. You mean, sort of like...

(starts making awkward hip

motion)

RIP

(laughs)

No, no , Rat. You gotta slam it

like you’re doin’ a big girl.

Rip taps on a surfboard leaning against a rack which has a

large decal of She-Hulk, buff and green, but attractive,

feminine, and dressed in a sexy outfit.

RIP

Like, imagine you’re gettin’ it

on with She-Hulk.

Suddenly appearing to "pop" out from the surfboard

decal is the male Incredible Hulk, dressed in drag i.e. the

same sexy outfit as the She-Hulk decal.

This "Drag" Hulk, however, is not feminine or attractive at

all, and eyeballs Rat while grunting and growling amorously.
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RIP

Right? So, She-Hulk is a big,

sturdy gal, so you need to put a

lot more "oomph" into it before

she’ll even feel anything.

Drag-Hulk growls approvingly and bats his eyelashes at Rat.

Rat giggles, nervously rubs back of neck, then abruptly

shakes his head.

RAT

Dude! I can’t do it with She-Hulk!

Drag-Hulk whimpers, starts to cry, and pulls a hanky out of

his purse. He wipes tears off of his streaked mascara, and

scurries off on his stiletto heels, sniveling and blowing

his nose along the way.

RIP

OK, forget She-Hulk. Imagine

you’re makin’ it with a really

crazy chick.

RAT

You mean like Sarah?

RIP

Crazier than Sarah!

RAT

Really? Cause Sarah is pretty effin

crazy!

RIP

Crazier than Sarah! I mean, this

chick likes it rough, OK? She

wants you slam her really friggin

hard, right?

RAT’S POV

A young, attractive blond woman appears up close,

wearing shiny hot-pants, stiletto heels, and a tight-fitting

top.

She is writhing, growling, kissing, hissing, biting,

licking, laughing maniacally, moaning, screaming,

scratching, clawing, punching, kicking, violently shaking

us, in varying orders and combinations of all of the above.

END RAT’S POV
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RIP

Come on! Let’s see those hips

swing! You gotta slam her harder

than that! She wants you to slam

her through the frickin’ headboard,

know what I’m sayin’?!

Rat, looking wide-eyed and scared, is standing alone in the

middle of the room (still fully clothed in his surfer

uniform of T-shirt, shorts, and flip-flops), thrusting his

hips more and more vigorously.

Rip coaches him from across the room.

RAT’S POV

The Crazy Chick is bent over away from us, still fully

clothed in her tight hot-pants uniform, on all fours on a

bed with a large headboard.

She is looking back at us, panting and grunting, bucking

with Rat’s hip motion.

CUT TO

RIP

Come on!!!! Push it like you mean

it!!

Rip is still exuberantly coaching the lone Rat from

across the shaping room, but now has an open beer in his

hand.

CUT TO

RAT’S POV

CRAZY CHICK

(Crazy chick’s body, but with

Rip’s face)

Harder! You fucking pussy!!!!

Crazy Chick with Rip’s face is scowling back at us from her

all-fours position on the bed.

CUT TO

RAT

(With consternation)

Oh crap!!

We see Rat’s head and upper body, desperately thrusting with

all of his might.
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But then Rat’s eyes change from scared to determined.

Slow motion close up of Rat’s (clothed) hips making his

biggest thrust yet. Bionic sounds.

End Slo-mo with a huge explosion of rubble and smoke.

After the dust clears, in the aftermath of the explosion we

see the bed collapsed forward, a huge hole in the headboard

and wall behind it, filled with rubble and debris. Only

the legs and stiletto heels of the Crazy Chick are visible

sticking out of the pile.

RAT

Woah...

RIP

YEAH!!! That’s the spirit!!!

The broken bed, pile of rubble, crazy chick, and hole in the

wall all vanish suddenly.

RIP

That’s what I’m fuckin’ talkin’

about! If you can put that kind of

commitment from your hips into your

turns, you’ll be DESTROYING those

lips and throwing HUGE buckets in

no time!

We see young Rat’s wide eyes with a subtle smirk starting to

form on the corner of his mouth while Rip’s words "In no

time" repeat over and over until fade out.

EXT. SURFING BREAK, OCEAN - DAY

Rat is sitting on his surfboard in the ocean. He sees a wave

heading his way, turns his board around, lays down on board

in one graceful motion and starts paddling.

RAT’S POV

We see Rat’s surfboard underneath us, taking off with the

wave. Rat’s feet quickly and gracefully swing underneath us

and our POV raises higher.

The large, curling lip of the wave looms overhead.

FLASHBACK

We see Rip’s face in the shaping room.
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RIP

Slam that Shit with your hips!

END FLASHBACK

We see Rat’s hips make an exaggerated humping

motion, followed by a loud "WHOMP" sound as the bottom of

the surfboard hits the falling lip with great force and

surface tension.

RAT’S POV

Cascading water sprays everywhere.

We see the Surfboard overhead and upside down, leave Rat’s

feet and falls on top of us.

We go underwater briefly with turbulence, then resurface.

A SURFER is sitting on his board several yards away.

SURFER

Woah, bro... you got so much spray

on that...

RAT

Really?

(smiles)

SURFER

You killed it, brahh...

MONTAGE

1) a) Rat tales off on another wave. Another looming lip.

b) FLASHBACK:

RIP

She-Hulk is a big sturdy gal

c) Rat’s eyes widen, expression turns slightly goofy.

d) Exxagerated hip hump, immediately followed by "WHOMP"

sound and water explosion

e) several surfers paddling in the water together

get completely soaked by a concentrated deluge of water

spray and disappear from view under the torrent.

2) a) A third wave, third lip.

b) Flashback: Drag-Hulk bats eyelashes and grunts

approvingly
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c) Rat swoons briefly, but then abruptly squints his eyes

and shakes his head.

d) exaggerated hip hump, following immediately by "WHOMP"

sound and water explosion.

e) A pudgy, sulky surfer wearing a wetsuit and hood is

sprayed violently in the face by a firehose-like blast of

water and moans/yells/whines

4) a) fourth Wave, fourth lip.

b) Flashback: We see Rip’s face on Crazy Chick’s body

staring back at us from all-fours position on bed.

RIP (WITH CRAZY CHICK’S BODY)

Harder! You Fucking Pussy!!

c) Rat shows look of confusion, wonder, terror

d) Rat grunts simultaneously with an even bigger hip hump

and WHOMP

e) A retiree couple sitting in beach chairs on the shore

are soaked in a deluge of water spray and disappear from

sight.

5) a) Even bigger Rat hip hump, grunt and WHOMP sound

b) Pudgy Sulky surfer scramble-paddles clear of the wave,

breathes sigh of relief, then is covered by a large fan of

spray and moans.

6) Drag-Hulk’s face up close, grunting in pleasure, 3 times

in succession.

7) Shots of Rat hip-humps and WHOMP sounds, 3 times in

succession.

8) a) Lifeguard tower gets soaked by deluge of water.

b) Several crabs crawling on jetty rocks are covered by

deluge of water and disappear from sight.

c) Pudgy Sulky Surfer scramble paddles behind a group of

surfers, laughs self-assuringly, then is forcefully sprayed

in the face by a thick, concentrated stream of water aimed

perfectly from off camera. Makes gargling sounds as jet of

water blasts into his open mouth, and he is knocked off his

board.

9) a) Rip’s face up close, as though he were on top of us.
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RIP

Push it like you mean it!!

b) Rat’s face, looking up from below, with look of

consternation.

RAT

Oh crap!

10) a) Slow motion hip hump with bionic sounds. Rat grunting

in slow-mo. Tidal-wave like explosion of water with blue

sky as back drop.

b) Screaming and people on beach running from water.

11) Rat laying face-up in water next to surfboard, breathing

hard, sighing, and moaning with a glazed-over,

slightly-smiling, deeply-satisfied look on his face.

Rip is standing on the rocky bluffs overlooking the beach.

He is wearing sunglasses and is bare-chested with his shirt

wrapped around his head like a doo-rag. His face is red and

clammy

He is holding a large bottle wrapped in a brown paper bag,

and is standing precariously on the edge of cliff in a wide,

gargoyle-like stance. .

RIP

I’ve created a MONNNSTERRRRR!!!!!!

He holds his arms and bottle up like a crazed despot and

laughs maniacally

ZOOM OUT showing Rip on cliff overlooking beach and surf

scene, as sun starts to set over the ocean.

END


